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Abstract

The internet is an optimal place to human as a producer or a consumer for sharing information until now. In the future, not only the human-generated information but also things will be connected into internet and these will evolve into internet of things (IoT) which can share the information thing-in-itself and its environment. Firstly, this paper proposes a service architecture which includes various devices for providing web base IoT services. Secondly, this paper also proposes a service platform which supports service orchestration and composition with device objectification and finally describes structure and functionalities of web of object gateway.
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1. Introduction

Current internet is evolving into internet of things (IoT) which can connect with various information-thing itself and information environment.

The internet of thing (IoT) environment means that various devices which compose IoT provide services with connection and communication each other without user’s recognition or interference. Current M2M systems are designed for providing a service in special domain. For such reasons, the system occurs high development and management cost for installation, extension and maintenance. It causes increasing demand of common M2M platform works with various domains.

The web of object in IoT objectifies and virtualizes things. And it generates and provides new services with combination of objectified things with context information. The thing in the web of object is embedded with web protocol and provides web services with things. But, most of things today does not use HTTP protocol and uses light-weight protocols as like Zigbee, Bluetooth, etc. For inclusion of current things to IoT environment, it requires IoT service mapping between the thing and web service environment and extension of service collaborations on current wire/wireless home network [2].

This paper concerns IoT service environment with device objectification and attempts to provide user-oriented device web service with service overlay network.

2. Related Works

2.1. DIYSE Project

DIYSE (Do It Yourself Smart Experiences) project [3] seeks personalization and interaction with each other on IoT environment as like DIY. It makes household goods have been recognized in network and connected to each other things. User can create and combine a new service with the connected things. The DIYSE is a basic step of IoT service and requires intelligent device to apply devices to pre-defined services. It has limitation to create new services with various things.
2.2 DPWS

DPWS (Device Profile for Web Services) [4] specifies device profiles for providing web service in embedded devices. The DPWS protocol provides event functionalities (messaging, service discovery, security, profile, resource, etc.) for device. DPWS has two types of services. One is hosting service and the other is hosted service. The devices will notify their information, connect and control each other in hosting service. The hosted service will be provided related functionalities by hosting service.

2.3 SOCRADES Project

SOCRADES project [5] proposes SIA (SOCRADES Integration Architecture) which provides various mash-up services with connected devices. The SIA also provides real-time monitoring and management for devices and exchanges profile and information with DPWS or REST supported devices. It includes modeling of hardware and software, system modeling, design, functionality, etc.

3. Web of Object Service Architecture

A web base web of object service requires interoperability, generality, communication efficiency, mobility, intelligence, etc. And it also requires management functionalities for service, location, context, error, traffic, security, privacy, etc. [6]

3.1 Smart home Web of Object Architecture

This paper proposes a web of object service architecture for smart home service environment. As the smart web of object architecture (called SWOA) uses web service platform structure, it can be applied to multiple users and current service environment easily.

![Figure 1. Smart home Web of Object Architecture](image)

Figure 1 shows SWOA and it consists of presentation layer, management layer and information layer. The presentation layer is an application which provides web base service to users and the management layer works for object management and object gateway. The object management includes management of user, service and distributed sensor gateway. It performs service orchestration which works for inter service domains and composition which works for intra service domain. The sensor gateway manages
devices, device controls and device sensing informations. The information layer gathers user, service, device and sensing data informations.

Figure 2. Interface Environment of SWOA

Figure 2 shows interface environment between each of the systems in SWOA. A user application is provided as web service via web browser and the user can use services easily with web page form and etc.

The SWOA provides device web services with smart home web of object gateway (SWO Gateway, SWO GW) which manages devices and provides web connectivity to Non-IP devices. This paper adopts service overlay network concept for providing new service by service orchestration and service composition. The smart home web of object management platform (SWOMP) which is located in management layer of SWOA provides various device web services as like composition, service management, context management, error handling, etc. with user, service, device profile and sensing information from SWO GW.

3.2 Smart home Web of Object Management Platform

Figure 3 shows functional view of SWO management platform consisted of service orchestration, service composition, objects, sensor data support, and service support functions. Sensors and actuators are divided into web-supported and not web-supported objects and sensor gateway is used for supporting not web-supported objects. The service composition consists of following basic functions as illustrated in the figure 3.

- Registry: Registry function describes and publish the offered functionality of the services to potential consumers (clients). A service registry allows you to organize information about services and provide facilities to publish and discover services.

- Discovery & Selection: Service discovery & selection function is the process of locating and gaining access to provided services that satisfy a set of requirements (whether it is capabilities or non-functional aspects).

- Deployment: Service deployment function involves concretely associating services to devices in the real world system that is used as the infrastructure

- Exposure: Depending on whether the service provider or owner decides to exposes such information or not.

- Security: Providers have to guarantee the delivered service to respect a given security policy, in any interaction with the operational environment, and regardless who actually called the service.
- Session Control: Session control function deals with the network call control interactions.
- Service Management: Service management function comprises all the mechanisms that are required for capturing and processing several attributes of a service execution (related but not limited to quality aspects) to determine whether predefined agreements (such as Service-Level Agreements) are abided by and the execution goes as planned.

![Diagram of SWOMP](image)

**Figure 3. Smart Web of Object Management Platform (SWOMP)**

### 3.3 Smart Web of Object Service Model

Users and devices in physical world will be service resources by objectification and the object means that it exists on web.

Web base smart web object service environment is not just provides service by translate a device into an object. Because it provides new IoT service by combination of various objects and components with objectified devices, this paper adopts service overlay network concept.

SWOMP considers four planes (user, service, object and physical plane). The device objectification and concept of service overlay workflow in SWOMP is shown in figure 4.

- User plane provides services. It delivers service request and context information to the object plane. Also, it receives service allocation information from the object plane.
- Service plane combines and coordinates a set of services as mash-ups. In figure 4, it has four- pet care, auto ventilation, plant water supply, and home security services.
- Object plane objectifies physical devices as web of objects with concept of device virtualization. It manages sensor object, actuator object, and service enablers. It also delivers service response to the user plane.
- Physical plane accesses and controls physical devices such as CCTV, humidifier, sprinkler, ventilator, cooler, heater, and radiator. Also, they manage actuators like motion, temperature, pet temperature, window, door, and humidity sensor.

![Diagram of Smart Home System](image)

**Figure 4. Service Flow of Web of Object Service Platform**

4. Smart home Web of Object Gateway and Device Objectification

4.1 Smart Web of Object Gateway (SWOGW)

SWOGW performs device registration, device profile management, sensing information management, device control, device web service scheduling, etc. The SWOGW receives service request messages and generates response messages.

Figure 5. shows the functional structure of SWOGW with various device web services processing functions. The SWOGW locates between SWOMP and device. It works with database for storing and management of devices information in its domain.
4.2 Device Objectification

Device objectification makes a non-IP thing or a device to be an object which enables service collaboration for providing device web service by SWOGW.

Figure 6. Relation of Smart Home Object and Service

This paper modifies DPWS(Device Profile for Web Services) base device profile for smart web of object services for device objectification. By means of device objectification, all of devices can have their own profile, method and control information.

For providing web services on IoT environment, device profile can be achieved by providing WSDL (Web Service Description Language) based on SOAP.
5. Conclusion

The device objectification which extends current IoT research and enables various IoT services is very important issue. Device objectification makes a non-IP thing or a device to be an object which enables service collaboration for providing device web service by SWOGW.

This paper defines smart web of object service architecture (SWOA) for providing IoT service and describes structure and functionalities smart web of object platform (SWOMP), gateway (SWOGW) and device orchestration.

For further study, it is needed that research about lightweight protocol and service orchestration with value-added service by 3rd party service providers.
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